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White Heart gets warm reception
by Julie DeBoer group whlle in Europe. He chal-
As cold as it was outside. the lenged the strength of both his
crowd at the White Heart concert own faith and the faith of his lis-
warmed up in no time flat. The teners In their ability to testify
concert began shortly after eight and witness for Christ.
o'clock this past Tuesday Throughout tile performance,
evening with the four-man rock Rick Florian (White Heart's lead
group JAG. Audience partlclpa- singer) repealedly asked ihe audi-
tion was at a maximum from the ence if they had Christ in their
very start. as Dordt students lives, if they were ready to let him
clapped In time and screamed live in their hearts. Finally. he
on cue, climaxing in the celebra- sent the cheering throngs
tory call: "God is awesome!" amassed In the center aisle and
Emcees Jamie Bandstra and squeezed Into every last inch of
Kristin Rynders drew names space In front of the stage out
from surveys whIch concert- Into the world, to call others to
goers had filled out upon enter- know Christ using the powerful
Ing ihe chapel. gtvtng away sev- energy wlih which !hey had just
eral Power House tapes and an photoby Jeff DeBoer recalled the band for an encore.
aulographed While Heart t-shtrt. White Heart members enjoy a performance In the In retrospect. the concert can
Then. II happened. The lights only be viewed as a slunning
dimmed. sIgnalling the enirance Chapel this past Tuesday night. lesllmonial 10 Ihe fun involvedIn
of the maIn attraction. Fans the "Star-Spangled Banner" to members' testimony was evident praising God. Though its loud-
could taste the anticIpation as rival Jimi Hendrix, an acoustic throughout the entire event. ness may have shaken the very
they screamed for Ihe appear- Jam mix wlih "FlyEagle Fly"and They're nol bad boys wllh bad foundallon of !he chapel as well
ance of White Heart. The chapel others. and an absolutely gor- hair and earrings, and they don't as the souls of its viewers. It was
began 10 pulsate to Ihe rhyihm geous rend Ilion of "The Lillie blow up things. says Ihe lead well done. and well worlh Ihe
of today's best ChrIstian rock, as Drummer Boy," includIng one of singer of JAG. They are witness- time out from a busy week's
band members, dressed in vart- the most meanIngful drum solos es for Christ. mlntstertng to the schedule. Not only will the
ous states of casual cool, pro- of all time. youth of today. White Heart chapel sUll be standing in the
ceeded to playa mixture of old If ever a group of people knew keyboardfst Mark Gershmel gave aftermath of White Heart's visit.
and new music. Some extraordi- how to praise God and have fun a sUrring personal statement of but It may Just be glowing from
nary twists were a guitar solo of doing it- this is them. The band his experiences on tour with the the praise exerted there.
Parents' Day a riot
by ShelleyWesterhof
Parents' Day was off and run-
ning. slarling early Saturday
mornIng with registration at
7:00 a.m. A chapel service and
brunch followed with Dr. and
Mrs. Hulsl.
Next, parenls had an opportu-
nity 10 slip Inlo their kids' shoes
and take part In model classes.
They had the oplion of
"Perspectives on Technology"
wlih Professor Adams. "Whal Is





The afternoon activities includ-
ed watching Dordt soccer
trounce South Dakota State
Universliy 8-1, atlending a
Financial Aidmeellng. and gath-
ering with other donn resIdents'
parents.
Parents wound up their day
by seeing "The Boys Next Door"
in the New World Theatre and an
ice cream social in the
Commons.
"Mydad look every opportunl-
ty to embarrass me in front of
my friends," Jenn Dyke. fresh-
man from Grifftth, IN, said. "but
he was a riot to have around."
The Diamond is sponsoring a
closed forum to discuss recent
and current affairs. If you find
yourself slruggllng wllh lough
quesllons and tackling burning
issues, your thoughts are
needed.
Apply soon for closed forum
Participallonwl1l be limitedto 20
sludents. inleresled? Pleasewrite
down your name and the Issues
you feelneed 10 be addressed and




a new column by
Chuck DeGroat,
explores the
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Rl.llesand· real life
Dear~ltlr: •..••.•.• . .•••• .... Donlt'sgoalofpro~idi~g a
Dordt rules are 100 iax. ·Thls Christlan atmosphere eon-
is one of the few sovereign 40 ·ducive·to·learnlilg. SO··I movM
acres In the United Stiites but of the· dorm:: my modern,
where at 18 people are .consld- ·responslble friends and .me;·
ered Juvenile when It comes to ·"hou(len of us. Wewere gladto
accountabthty, but adults when be rid oC the niles ....Beveral
It comes to prlvlleges. In the· .opted to get matrted ·ti\·the heat
last Diamond the letter enutled. ..o!the moment. They·soon ·we.re
"Dord·i Rules Outdated" Was .On to a. life of bUis. <'ar pay-
concerned that at 18 persons ments, and all the bleSsings of
can go to Jail, Just not at Dordt. . being broke. Others found out
They are still pretending that that the rules of the' rest of the
these young offenders can ·be U.S.A. did apply, and Soon they
rehabllltated with flnes and were enJoytng the carefree life of
calls horne. Libel, slander, pla- the college drop-out. systernatl-
glarism, cheating. bouncing cally trying ·to. convince·· the
checks. assault. drunk' driving. :':::::i\:?nit~:~,~ons:::?m:?~::::te~~Je~~\~~~W
ra~~_~:,::plurd~r.s~:ll1n_g:.'d~,gst(): :::P9~·'·r~,~dY;:I?r:;··5eriO,~~_,·:::~t~~~;:
children. none of these are Interestingly enough, other\,ol-
given the death se·ntence. not versttles·weren't.iul that Inter;
even a ·/llght In the slammer. If. ested In letttng them provethelr
Dordt is·gotng to ·prepare Us for r<:sponsibilllyeither; It see~d,
kJngdorn service, then shouldn't .•• SO now back to the questl<m~
It Include some realistic Penal.' who Is all this slruchirefor? It
ties? .. . would see';'ihat If apei'Soo was
·Ar1dWhat about allthe·inenlal . responsible .enoUgh.to..liVewith·-
rules which place a burden.on out rules :ihen these·oiitdated
the Dordt student and which ones wOuMn1rCallybe ';'ii~h of
::~I;~a::ah~~e~;"~~I:":':~;~ ··~r:~:hy:~rS;:':~~:~b~~;~;:
:::~~i~;e~~~~s~e;~S~:~~I~:~~ ..=::t~:&":~:~~
fines. oriJyone cookie, no parkc. here doesn't··neCessarlly·ptove
Ing in the RD sPot. .:... resPonsibillg.,,: . . .....
Ten yearS ago I could n~t see . ••. .-Joef5oo(l$tna








This past Friday night I
atlended the Dordt College Fall
Festival. There were several
things that bothered me about
this concert and I would like to
share my concerns with the rest
of the people that read the
paper.
The flrst thing that bothers me
about the performance Is that it
was way too dam longt This per-
fonnance was excellently executed
(with the exception of the last
song. which was in no way the
fault of the organist) but each
group that was up could have eas-
ily done with one less piece. It also
could have done With some pieces
that were a bit more upbeat After
Bret Dorhout did his piece on the
organ (which Is another beef I will
discuss). the Four Live Bones
should have done something to
break the monotony.
Back to Dorhout'e organ piece.
That was one of the bes t organ
pieces I have ever heard (my dad
is an organist so I have heard
my share), It was lively and
happy. I think 11 was disrespect-
ful of the effort that he put into
the piece, that people in the
audience tuned out and talked
with their neighbors while he
was playing. Almost every other
piece that was done was quite
depressing, and why the soloist?
The piece would have been far
more beautiful without her three
lines' worth. This is not only my
opinion. but that of others I have
talked to.
Another thing I would like to
know is this: where the money
from the collection went to and
why there was a collection In the
first place?!? That to me Is an
exploitation of the parents that
come here from as far as
Washington to the west and even
the Netherlands from the east to
see their children and experience
the college.
Finally, I would like to know
why Dale Grotenhuis fails to
comprehend why there is a
microphone on stage. From
where I was sitting he was barely
audible. and I was only about 12
rows from the front. The micro-
phone was there for a purpose.
and I am sure that people in the
balcony, in the back rows. or in
the rear of the building only saw
a guy moving his lips, trying to
communicate some unknown
message. Not only could people
not understand him, but It will
also sound on the recording that
was made of the performance. I
Wish he would get Into the 90's
and realize that voice does not
carry well over 1100 people with-
out the aid of a microphone.
These are my beefs concerning
this concert. I hope I was both
thetlcal and critical (for all you
who will analyze the hones out of
this letter).
- Frank Schippers
Why do we believe?
Dear Editor:
Over the course of my last
three years here I've talked with
people about what they believe
and why they believe it. Actually
more talk Is done about what
Ihey believe than why. When
asked why they believe the way
they do. they don't know. This Is
not good. It is, in fact, unbib-
Ileal. The Bible demands that we
fight for what we believe and
that we are ready at any time to
give a reason for what we
believe. Dordt students generally
speaking, cannot do that. We
know what we believe, we know
that that's what our professors
taught us. but we have no really
Define
Dear Editor:
In a recen t Banner I was dis-
mayed to see that Dordt was
advertised as being successful.
What's more, this adjective came
before the more important one -
christian. What's success?
Everything I have learnM here
has said that worldly materialis-
tic success Is not to be a desired
good reason for the faith that
supposedly governs our lives, or
the God in whose trust we put
this faith.
The fact that most Dordt stu-
dents leave here not knOWing
what they believe is a shame.
I've suggested an apologetics
course to a few teachers and
received various encouraging
answers. which In the end
amounted to nothing. I now urge
you. Dordt faculty and students,
to push for an apologetics
course. BelieVing because the
thea profs said so is not enough.




goal. That success is not wrong,
but that Ills not 10 be the ulti-
mate end. Yet in an advertise-
ment we're billed as being "suc-
cessful,· the very term we're
fighllng against.
C'mon guys let's spread our
reformational world view, to all
areas of campus.
-Saro Gesch
Coming November 4 to the Sioux Center
PIZZ HUT:
Available from open-
ing to closing 7 days a week.
Sun.-Thurs. 11a.m. - 10p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 11a.m. -midnightr- - - - _.- - - ... ,
·LARGE pizza for 722-• • • ••the price of a medium 'at •••••. :
:F,:tm~,~~~111lI3000
, C0lJ;PQngopd ~ordining, carry~out,a~ddelivery!·
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•••• FROM THE EDITOR ....•
The grandest question-
A few nights ago, my room-
mate looked up from his rib-eye
steak and made a comment
about a girl he knew. We're all
bachelors so, of course, we lis-
tened. He told us he thought this
young lady was cool because she
was concerned about Dordt stu-
dents.
"In what way?" I said.
"Well," he said. "she thinks
students wouldn't be read y to
defend their faith, if given the
chance, because they wouldn't
know how."
Then he looked at us with
uncertainty, smiled, and asked
for the salt And that was that.
I've been in the apartment
long enough to know that silence
at the supper table means we all
agree, but don't really care. If
we both care and disagree, pan-
demonium inevitably rears its
ugly head. Consensus in C-3 is
oniy reached after a battle has
been fought. To this day, we're
still at odds over a regular sup-
per time, a church to attend, the
upcoming Holyfield-Tyson fight,
and how virtuous pretty women
really are.
Yet, concerning this faith
issue, we quickly agreed, nod-
ded our heads, and, with polite
body language, insinuated that it
was time to move onto other
things. Perhaps our silence testi-
fied that we, although the ones
being spoken to, were of the




ability to individually articulate
and defend our faith is a prob-
lem at Dordt College. You don't
have to be a senior to notice that
few students can say why they
believe their Christianity, or
even bother to attempt to explain
it.
I'm not alone in this abyss.
There's a good chance that you
the reader have also create men-
tal simulations of how you
would react when it happens,
when out of the blue, someone
says, "Buddy, why in the hell do
you believe in God?"
It will happen. Guaranteed.
And at that moment, Sioux
Center will feel a million miles
away.
A Needed Change?
I'm not John VanderStelt, but
I know that concerning apolo-
getics, "the reasoned defense of
the faith", students generally
don't know squat. Even though
ignorance may be bliss, we are
still called to wrestle over what
we believe and why so. I've
listed some possible reasons
why this apathy currently exists
at Dordt.
(A), no apologetics course is
offered at Dordt. (B) There is a
no powerful student movement
to realize the importance of
apologetics. (C) Dordt's geo-
graphic position in quiet, peace-
ful northwestern Iowa may pro-
pe1 us to forget, for the moment,
the real world of powerful reli-
gions and non-Christian move-
ments.
I've listed these three as A, B,
and C because, ultimately, they
presuppose each other. (A)
could lead to (B) and on to (C).
However, Dordt's geographic
position (C) also influences stu-
dent's lack of consideration
towards apologetics. And, final-
ly, (C) influences (A): when no
one is running naked through the
chapel screaming, "Khrishna!
Khrishna!" why even bother
worrying about an apologetics
course to make sure that type of
fiasco will never happen?
And there are other reasons.
Although a gift from God, our
Christian fellowship might cre-
ate in us a comfort zone which
blinds us from developing our
own distinct awareness of who
we are. It is only through an
awareness of who we are that we
can develop an understanding to
why, as individuals, we know
what and why we believe the
Bible. And how can we feel
motivated to challenge each
other when everybody assumes
we think and feel the same way?
Today, together in a chapel, we
pray and sing to God. But
tomorrow, alone at a bus stop,
will we be ready to explain why
we once did so?
But the most damning testimo-
ny to why this problem exists at
Dordt does not include the stu-
dents. Rather, I point the finger
to Dordt's administration. These
Suits are so concerned about
developing their own images as
respectable, upstanding
Reformed Christians that, in
actualizing these auras/images,
they have created an apparent
"hierarchy" of iodividual impor-
tance. Straight up, most of these
men are Untouchables. Big
deal, right? What can you
expect from those born before
1945? But here's the net result:
few of Dordt's primary adminis-
trators know how to relate to
students on a personal level.
And, as a further result, few stu-
dents are shown guidance from
individuals who, with their wis-
dom and life experience, could
help more students with ques-
tions of the heart.
Allow me to elaborate. Dordt
leaders continually preach what
the students should think and
believe. However, they hardly
ever address reasons why we
should believe the stuff they're
dishing out. Every August, Dr.
Hulst feeds us the same lines at
Convocation: "Serviceable
Insight". "The Kingdom". "Life
is Religion, boys and girls." All
those who belong to the Inner
Ring hear the words, absorb
their meaning, and eat them raw.
But, for crying out loud, what
about the students? What young
student could give a rip about
about "Serviceable Insight"
when it forms no significant
mental image qr connection in
his mind? Why do we continual-
ly force these buzz words on
young students who, embedded
with the ability to choose or
reject, can hardly relate this jar-
gon to their own lives?
If Dordt graduates are going to
know why they believe this
Reformed lifestyle, they should
be comfortable enough to look
to those wbo lead them for assis-
tance. Hulst's words are rele-
vant, but I'd rather remember
Hulst as a personable teacher
who challenged and guided me
to a clearer understanding of my
faith than the man who cried
"Worldview!" Honestly, for a
change, what student would not
benefit from the President's own
personal testimony of why he
believes in the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost, and a Good Friday
afternoon's sacrifice? Unless
the Big Boys assist students to
their personal, almost systematic
understanding of why they are
Christians, Dordt will continue
to graduate students with a shal-
low and weak defensive frame-
work of their Reformed faith.
It bothers me that one question
I'll have trouble answering at
Dordt is why I believe. At the
same time, this does not strike
me as entirely odd. We don't
worship some tangible or under-
standable being. As well, there
is room for confusion since
apologetics can never be turned
Why?
into a simple science. (A pox on
my head if! ever make such a
proposition.)
Somehow, somewhere, we all
have to develop an understand-
ing of the personal reasons we
believe. We all have our own
sense of reality and, therefore,
this is a task which is, in a sense,
our own. Yet, those in authority
who can must also be more per-
sonally involved in this labor of
love. An environment where
student's personal search is
encouraged is desperately need-
ed at this institution.
Perhaps, in the spirit of
Reformation Day, we should all
set aside some time to figure out,
alone, not only what we believe
but why.
Why we hang onto this her-
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Be It propoeed on this 2nd
day of Ocl. 199 I 10 name' the
proposed 4th Ave parking lot",




Proposal: name for new parki ng lot
Editor's note: This letter comes as a response to Dordt's new facility naming
policy
Wherea •• Dordt College has
instituted a policy to allow nam-
Ing of buildings, lecture rooms,
recital halls. and geographicareas;By All .. Siebenga
Dordt has changed lis nam-
Ing policy. It will now allow for
facilities to be named in honor
of individuals who make out-
standing contributions that
advance the mission of the col-
lege.
According to the "Report to
Faculty" (sept 1991), naming
facilities after specific Indtvidu-
als who have made noteworthy
contributions can be "a wor-
shipful tribute to God, a public
testimony of God's faithfulness
through Individuals. a reflec-
tion of Dordt's mission, an
appropriate expression of gradi-
tude to the donor. and an effec-
tive method to encourage oth-
ers to offer such service.
In Hulst's words, "Weshould,
as a college be free to recognize
people who have made Signifi-
cant contributions to the col-
lege and that Is why the policy
change has been made."
He goes on to say that this
naming "will only be because
that indivldual exemplified In a
special way a commlttment to
the task and call" of Dordt
College.
Hulst also believes that nam-
Ing faclllties "would be a way to
thank God for the fact that he
has given to us, as a college,
Individuals In the past, who
have been willing to provide
leadership or make that kind of
contrtbutlon.-
Whereas, The investment of
time and financial gifts may
advance the distinctively
reformed vision and world life
view espoused by Dordt College;
Where... mankind has been
called to fllI the earth and sub-
due It and have dominion over
every livlng thing that moves;
Whereas. Dord t College's
presiden t has called us to be
environmentally aware (let's
pick up those candy wrappers);
than letting them go out on the
road and spew forth greenhouse
gases and other noxious pollutants;
Whereas. Paving land reduces
Inputs of fuel and labor
required to manicure lawns and
reduces the need for noxious
chemicals such as herbicides
and also reduces the need for
potentially polluting nitrogen-
containing fertilizers {Certainly
progressively reformed and cre-
ative answers to our calling to
till the earth and keep It):
Whereas. Dordt's administra-
tive structure has grown to
such an extent that an immi-
nent parking crisis exists;
Whereu. The name of James
Watt. former U.S. Secretary of
the Interior, will provide environ-
mental credlblllty;
"Naming policy set forth in Dordt
College Policy for Naming Campus
FacUlties(7-1O-91)
"This parking lot is the # 1
Recommendation of the Campus
LongRange Planning Committee.
and is already approved by the
Demit Board according to the lat-
est Report to the Faculty from the
Exe-cuttveCcmmtttee (Sept 1991).
I thank you for your letters
of support to Dr. J.B, Hulst.
The Administrative Cabinet.




Magic Theatre conjures censorship
by Daniel Mennega
These days, the issue of cen-
sorship pervades most college
campuses in Amertca. Yet, it is
also one that students at Dordt
rarely have opportunity to wit-
ness firsthand.
This changed last week when
Body Leaks, a theater produc-
tion performed by the Omaha
Magic Theatre company. was
taken off the October slate of
events at the Te Paske Theatre.
Although some students and
faculty were not aware of the
coming event. others were curt-
ous about the reasons for the
cancellation.
The play was to be performed
the evening of Oct. 19. for one
show only. But a newspaper
reviewand a viewer's testimony,
both Indicating Ihat the play
contained profanity and some
nudity, caused the scheduled
Sioux Center appearance to be
reconsidered.
Afterreviewingthe factors con-
cerning the controversy, the
choice was made to cancel the
performance.
Making the final decision were
members of the Sioux Center
Recreation and Arts' Council
(SCRAC) and Dordt College's
Whereas. A progressive and
creative approach to reducing
pollution would be to have a
place to park vehicles rather
theater arts department. Matheis Is a board member, soon department agreed to stop the
Dr. Verne Meyer. professor of cameto the same conclusion. acting.
theater arts. said that early play The scheduled play was an Koldenhoven and the others
reviews and reports he received aggressive, hard-hitting show, named the moment of nudity
-from Omaha newspapers were according to reports, "Its intent and the occasionally "blunt- lan-
positive. was to explore how we conunu- guage of the piece as part of the
Soon after. however. one ntcate, even when we don't want reason for their vote to bar the
review cited some nudity. but 10, by using body language," said performance.
didn't describe Ihe extent of the Meyer. Nudity integrated
exposure. Koldenhoven agreed. "This with play's meuage
Advice of Dordt ,raduate Iype of play Is absolutely valu- Matheis explained that the 1Ift-
Dr. Meyer then contacted a able. The issue dealt with is ing of the actress's blouse to
Dordt graduate in Pella. Iowa. essential- we tend to hide who cov~r r~:ft(a~ft,::~as integrated
and asked her to give a content we are.- Koldenhovenreferred to .:::C;!-f~dy~iithe:::~essageof some
report of the Cenlra1 College (IA) the Issue of hiding our try,Jeel;pe?gle's~agere~ss to display
showtng of Body Leaks. The ings as "self-censorsl!IJWiii,L "i#*irbod\~~,Jn:Qfcter to hide the
alumnus saw the play and con- "omaha!1j%!9'R'e~ti'r,'~!pt~nt ··,','..t:.".'.'.'.c, .. u...'t.'raTyfe.",lhlg'fthelrfaces might
ceded that there had been 1~§'8t towhockJ:moplfJiiiito""
swearing. in addition to.._a <~h·o·q.ktil:~'F'" S.~~d·~:~thefs; '111at. coupled with the con-
woman opening her!?lous~no·»;hf!~h~f~~\F;S about the frontatlonal style of the play,"
~~~~i~~~~!~~~r(;~~I.,\'; : :~~:::e:~:: : ~ :~!~i~~~~~~~
ag~d showlng·'t)1e plW III SioUX . They make us think about prepared for what they saw. "We
~pter. )::-{-::/:'::::j::::::/:::Y<:' things we normally don't think concluded that our audience
::::QI1..JJ!:~)baS:ls·of this report, about ." she said. "Iwould like to would be turned off because of
ancl:::£tM'~discussing the other see the show myself." these things, so as to give no
factors concerning the play. the Body Leaks confronts the thought to the issue."
members of the theater arts audience members. said Meyer. "I am disappointed," said
department- Shirley Matheis, "It Is not the kind of show Meyer. on the play not coming,
Professors James Koldenhoven. [where]you can sit and be pas- but he agreed with the depart-
John Hofland. and Meyer-scol- etve.- said Meyer. ..It presses the ment's decision. "I finnly believe
lectively decided to withdraw audience into meaningful com- we have to make decisions as a
their support. muntcatton.- department. and stick to it." he
The city arts council. of which Despite these attributes. the said.
, - , .. _. . ..~.... , . . . ... .. . '.- .
Hofland was initially against
the censorship action until he
examined the abrasive veneer of
the play. which he felt many
viewers "would never see past."
An audience would have to pre-
pare for the performance. he
said.
Hofland also felt that,
although a very Interesting
approach, the didactic purpose
of Body Leaks was "negative
rather than positive."
Preserve relationship with city
Another element that the the-
ater arts department encoun-
tered was the college'srole to the
city and community. Kolden-
hoven explained that Omaha
Magic Theatre was to be brought
In part with funds from the Iowa
Humanities Board.
A primary requtrernent for
using these funds Is that the
sponsored event include and
involve the community. This
ruled out the possibility of an
exclusively Dordt student audi-
ence.
Koldenhoven and other depart-
ment members also expressed
the department's desire to keep
a strong relationship between
the college and the community.
DORDT COLLEGE DIAMOND
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Changes made to Campus 2000 plan
By Ali .. Siebenga
Campus Plan 2000 has under
gone alterations. since it was
presented last year. In the ongt-
nal plan a library connected to
an expanded Student Union
Building was to be the first
change. The present library
would have become the Center
for Administration Offices, and
the Commons would be expand-
ed to provide room for recruit-
ment and advancement.
Since then the Campus Plan
2000 committee has decided to
develop the area of technology
and information services,
instead of building a new library.
Dr. Hulst. chairman of the
Campus Plan 2000 committee.
explains that the change has
been made "because the library
of the future will be very closely




Current plans call for the areas
of technology and library be
headed by a vice-president
because Hulst says 'We've come
to a point where we need two
things. We need a JlCW director
of the library because Dr.
Rlbbens will be reUrlng, and we
need someone to take over from
Dr. Alberda in gIvingdirection to
this whole matter of technology,
and information and communi-
cation services on campus."
Hulst adds that "because
that's [information and technolo-
gy) a position and area that goes
right straight across the entire
institution. It has not only to do
with academic affairs, not only
to do with administrative affairs,
but with everything at the col-
lege."
College center
According to Hulst, since there
are needs in the area of faculty
and administrative offices. the
Campus 2000 committee is
thinking of expanding the
Student Union Building and
developing a College Center.
"This center would be an
expanded Student Union
Building. And where the library
building was being considered,
that would be administrative
offices (admissions, advance-
ment and public relations]. con-
ference room facilities and the
like: says Hulst. This building
would become central to the
whole campus. Faculty offices
would then be located where the
administrative offices are
presently.
According to Hulst, plans will
proceed with the new College
Center being the major area of
concentration. Concurrently, a
proposed indoor recreational
center will be developed in possi-
ble cooperation with the city.
The committee Is also giving
consideration to an indoor hock-
ey rtnk within this facility.
Student Housing
According Hulst, with a goal
of 1200 students by 1995 and
1500 by the year 2000, housing
will be updated and improved In
the residence halls and campus
apartments. Hulst says "that
because we are talking about
separate funding, a possibUlty of
building a new apartment" south
of where the present East
Campus apartments exists.
Parking lot
The Board has already
approved a parking lot behind
West Hall and the Classroom
Building. Hulst wants "to press
ahead with that [the parking lot)
to marginalize our parking so we
can close off the center of the
campus and have It be a safer
and quieter place for students to
carry on their work."
Hulst says he "honestly does
not know If these changes w1ll
cost more or less" than the ongt-
nal plan but reassures students
that "these changes have noth-
Ing to do with tuition." The
money comes "primarily from
capital campaigns that we con-
duct among the constituency."
In addition, government funding
and bonds may possibly fund
student housing.
Dr. Hulst Is holding an open
forum with students at 9:00 p.m.
on Dec. 12 for those who would
like to discuss the changes.
Nevvs
By Sandra De Jong
S h 0 rts
Christmas -
Festival Dinners
TIckets will go on sale Nov. I
for the Christmas Festival
Dinners put on by the Dordt
CollegeConcert Choir.
The dinners, which w1ll be
Dec. 6 and 7 In the West Com-
mons, will offer a music-filled
formal banquet. The evening
w1ll feature a holiday buffet,
strolling musicians and a new
cantata of Christmas themes
tiUed "A Christmas
Celebration." The 45 voice choir
w1ll be led by Dale Grotenhuls
In music and narrative, reflect-
Ing the laughter, nostalgia. cus-
toms and worship of the
Christmas season.
seating for the dinners Is lim-
tted. Tickets can be purchased
for $10 from the Dordt College
box office in the SUB weekdays
from 1-5 or 7-9 p.m.
Development
director added
A new Director of Development
has been appointed and will Join
the office of College Advance-
ment In January.
Gerald Ebbers, a 1969 Dordt
alumnus with a B.A. In sec-
ondary education. has accepted
the appointment and will be
responsible for planning and
directing the various fund-rats-
tng activities.
Ebbers, who has begun mas-
ters degree work In educational
administration through the
University of Alberta has taught
at both Lynden Christian High
and Edmonton Christian High,
where he has also served as
prtnclpal for five years. Ebbers
also served a term of five years
as the Director of Student Affairs
and Director of Communications
at Kings College In Edmonton,
Alberta.
Travel series
The KDCR Travel and
Adventure Film Series will
begin Its new season with
"Africa Camera Safari" on
Nov.1 at 8:00 p.m. In the
Chapel.
Through film and narrative,
host Clint Denn w1ll take his
viewers flying over Victoria
Falls, strolllng through the
streets and shops of Natrobt.
Kenya, to see Mt.





display by Sarah Bunge wlll
remain on display In the Dordt
Art Gallery through Nov. 12.
The gallery is located on the
second level of the Chapel and Is
open weekdays from 9-5 as well
as evenings when activities are
held In the main auditorium.




Every other Tuesday evening
at 9:30 students gather in LI09
for an intellectual discussion.
C. S. Lewis, a famous
Christian author who wrote vari-
ous books and essays Including
The &rewtape Letters. and the
Namia series, Is the basis for
these discussions. So far the
club has discussed three of his
essays, including two from his
book. Surprised by Joy.
The club is attended by vari-
ous students and faculty mem-
bers. Anyone Is welcome to ,attend.
54-minute video for Kabba
By Beth Trelck professors could send along
About a week ago you might lighthearted messages. The
have encountered two people whole idea was to keep the
sprinting through the halls In video upbeat and fun. One
the classroom Iiuildlng, yelling thing Pollema and Stork did to
and waving. Was there really a keep It Interesting was the
gunman In Sioux Center or "thrill-cam". This Included the
had students simply gone Irenzted running through the
crazy from stress? No way. halls that you might have wtt-
Although Bob Pollema Is nessed last week. In chapel
known for his htlartous stunts, they continued this theme by
he was sh owtng a genuine having everyone wave to Kabba
Christian caring for friend and and yell hello. The camera was
fellow student, Kabba Jalloh. later set up on a stand so that
Along w lth as you were
David Stork, leaving chapel
Poliema made "We d."d ."t so you could leave
a fun-filled a special per-
video for h "I "sonal tiding for
Kabba to show e can sm. e Kabba to view
him that we later.
are all still The video is
here and still praying for him. currently being edited and will
The idea was obtained from a hopefully get sent to Kabba in
video that Dordt sent to Bruce Iowa City this weekend. The
Kuiper this summer. Bruce Is plan Is to add music to keep
currently in China teaching the upbeat mood. Pollema
English there. The tape says that in one part of the
Included hellos and cheerful video he snaps his fingers and
messages from professors and suddenly everyone in chapel Is
students working on campus. wavtng and yelling salutations.
Pollema and Stork borrowed Pollema wanted to spectflcal-
the camera and equipment ly get across the point that this
from Dordt's video club with video isn't meant to be a one
Dean Kroese's pennission and time deal. He wants to encour-
went to work. Pollema said age others to make their own
that they walked around cam- and send them out. "Cards
pus and had different people will still be appreciated, of
say "Hl" and ask Kabba how he course, but this way he can
was doing. They also taped see everyone," said Pollema.
people sitting in the library Pollema summed up the entire
"studying" and brought the reason for the video in seven
camera into the science build- words: "We did It so he can
mg so that some of Kabba's smile."
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The power of White Heart
White Heart meets the press
by Julie DeBoer
Rick Florian. the lead singer of
White Heart. Is not what you
would call a "rock star". He may
look It-with his long tresses. his
ripped Jeans. and the music he
sings. But If you should l1sten to
him. singing or speaking, you
would quickly come to the con-
clusion that Rick Florian Is more
like a moon- shining for all to
see. rellectlng the glory of the
Son.
Florian finds value in "the
ways that lberng a part of White
Heart] forces [him] to grow in
ways that (he] as a sometimes
anemic human being would not
want to strive in in spirituality.
or in other ... very important
areas of life." His life in Christ
affects his everyday lifestyle. 1'0
put into practice in the bus and
everything we talk about on
stage is what the whole life of
Christ Is about. It's a good prov-
ing ground for the things we
share on stage."
Florian finds ihat "Christ is
the foundation. A personal rela-
tionship with him is the whole
focus of everything we do in the
midst of all our denominational
differences. All thts comes down
to what we're doing. [At Dordt]
they don't want us to do an altar
call. , , maybe the Christian
Reformed denomination doesn't
feel comfortable with It. . ,It's all
opinion." Part of his growth
experience with White Heart is
"realizing that those things are
not the foundational thmgs. but
just kind of the branches of it.
We have to live within those dif-
ferent things."
In discussing White Heart's
uniqueness, Florian said, "We
have some things that we feel
are 'us' as people and we try to
exploit those, I guess. We are all
into athletics, a lot of us, and so
we're very animated on stage.
We move around a whole lot.
We try not to take ourselves too
seriously, and so because of that
we have a lot of fun on stage as
well. But then. we all know
through some very hard circum-
stances in each of the guy's indi-
vidual lives, that when it comes
down to when we're all history,
all of that kind of stuff Is not the
priority. The priority Is Christ
photo by Jeff DeBoer
Concert goers allowed their enthusiasm to overflow
from their wallets for souvenirs.
and the priority Is sharing that
With the kids that come to the
concerts in context with the tool
that we have in music."
Florian also explained the
cover (depicting bowllng) of the
band's latest album, "Power
House". It was chosen "because
It has nothing to do with the
title. The record company liked
the name 'Power House' because
that's something very pre-
dictable; something that you can
grab onto. It's very marketable,
and that's the record company's
Job. For me, I understand that.
but 1 didn't Ilke It. To me the
term 'Power House', especially if
you're going to use something
Visual, any thing that you could
use that's tied directly with It
seems very, very cliched. I Just
wanted something that felt like It
had absolutely nothing to do
with the title. but yet still had
the energy, emotion, the fun; all
of those different aspects that we
think make up White Heart as
people; White Heart as the music
and the message."
Finally, in response to those
who may harbor ill feelings
about White Heart's "rock"
music, Florian says, "The music
that comes out on the White
Heart album is what we feel is
right for what we're trying to say
and the messages that belong to
the songs. I mean, when you
have a kid that comes up two or
three years later after a White
Heart concert, and that two or
three years ago had given their
Ilfe to Christ and they are still
growtng in him- what does one
say about that? There's almost
nothing that one could say, as ....==--...,..,...--.,......,- __....-- __~-~~r_~~~~":':'.,
far as I'm concerned. against "Creative styling for men and women"
that God does work in spite
of sinfulness. [but that Is Renae Visscher, Owner/Stylist
true of any ministry. not Just the Greta Maas, Stylist
Christian rock mtntstry.]" Julie Ten Napel, Stylist
photo by Jeff DeBoer
Throngs pressed forward shortly after White Heart took the
Governor Brandstad to()p~nevening perfOrrnar'1Ce..••.
Over 1000 local fifth and SJxth graders will have • Inthe Donlt College ChaPel, e9ncert-goeriS. will be
an exciting day on Nov 5 a(']:30 p.m. They will.be '.' able' to greet Gc>vernor'Brandstad:Who Will om'.
attending the dress rehearsal of the SlOW(Couilty '. "'ally' "Pen .th.i"concert. Brandstad's apPea"",ce
:E-I:ours:
MON.-9 AM.-5 P.M.
MON. - THURS. open evenings
7.2.2-0008
Look for us in our new location in
CentreMall!
232 North Main Ave. Located just south of First National
Bank
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energizes Dordt audience
tage and began to play
Choirs combine forJestival .
Crowd enthusiastic about White Heart
by David Mahaffy
Hundreds of Dordt students
and young people from sur-
rounding areas converged on the
chapel Tuesday night to listen to
JAG and White heart as they
rocked the chapel with their
heavy metal rock. Unlike the
people attendIng the controver-
sial ARC concert, this crowd
wholeheartedly got Into the
show.
Early hints of an eager, active
crowd could be seen even before
the concert when JAG had prob-
lems keeping its props in place.
The crowd cheered as several
Dordt students. working for the
band. headed towards the props
in an attempt to fIX the situa-
tion.
As soon as JAG moved onstage.
students were on their feet- a
position they held for most of the
night. The crowd was soon clap-
ptng with the music and eagerly
shouting responses to the ques- I
tlons of JAG's lead singer.
At the intermission, after
about an hour of JAG. students
used such words as "awesome"
and "pretty good" to describe the
band. While some people might
have been a bit disturbed at the
band members' appearances
with long hatr. different clothing,
or earrings. Mike Van Den Berg
says that too often the Christian
rock bands are misunderstood
because of these things. He
believes that It Is Important to
have the Christian rock groups
and claims that they do cany a
message.
Although most people liked
JAG's show, many were eagerly
anticipating the White Heart
concert following the intermts-
slon, and withheld Judgement
until after that,
White Heart was enthusiasti-
cally greeted by the crowd,
which was promptly on its feet
again, Shortly after White
Hear-t's concert began, people
began leavtng their seats to
crowd the center aisle and area
in front of the stage. Students
climbed onto pews near the front
to solidly pack the forward cen-
ter section of the chapel.
As the concert really got going,
the crowd reacted. Students
near the front reached out
toward the band members to
clasp hands while others
clapped along with the music,
Spontaneously, people in Jhe
crowd would raise their hands
and start whole sections of the
audience swaying.
Near the middle of their con-
cert. White Heart made some
spectacular use of their ltghtlng
system, which consisted of over
150 colored lights. The smoke
machines poured out the smoke.
the lights flashed, and strobe
ltghts added to the surreal
effects while the crowd respond-
ed with Its loudest cheertng yet.
As White Heart shifted gears to
some quieter songs, the students
sat down wherever they were-
on the steps, on the floor in front
pounding.
The most common word used
to describe White Heart was
"GREATI"Although it only rated
an "O.K."from some people, the
majority really enjoyed the
music and action. In comparing
White Heart and JAG, White
Heart was the overwhelming
favorite, though students did
admit that JAG didn't have as
much time to create an awesome
concert.
For some people, this was
photo by Jeff DeBoer
White Heart viewers were moved to raise their hands
and sway to the Spirit-inspired music.
of the stage, or in the pews.
After about 2 hours of per-
forming, White Heart finally
wished the crowd good night and
left the stage. But the enthusias-
tic crowd wouldn't let them stop,
as they brought the band back
on stage with a couple minutes
of cheering applause and
their first Christian metal rock
concert. Despite that, they still
enjoyed It and thought that the
message was good. On a scale of
1 to 10. some placed this concert
between 8 and 9.95, but for
many it was an enthusiastic 101
00000000000000000000000000000000
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Cordt: love it or leave
By David McReynolda
"If you don't l1ke Dordt College
why don't you Just leave?" At first
glance this statement seems to be
reasonable. Sure. If you hate the
college. why waste your time and
money coming here? It seems a
bit silly to go to a Christian
Uberal Arts College if you are not
interested In a Christian educa-
Uonwith a broad emphasis.
So. okay. there Is nothing
wrong with that statement.
right? Wrong. While there Is
some mertt to this attitude it Is
not without its negative conse-
quences. This attitude. like
"America: Love it or Leave It ."
instills in us blind acceptance.
and that mindset is certainly not
befitting of a Christian With a
liberal arts education. Whtle
Dordt College Is. on the whole. a
very good college. like all other
institutions in the world. It is
infected with stn. Dordt College
is not a perfect college. and even
if it were the best college tn the
world it wouldn't be a perfect
college. We should do our part.
whether student, professor. or
administrator, to make it bet-
ter- it is our duty as Christians.
This means that although we
want to be here. we also want to
make It better.
The problem I have with the
statement "Dordt College: Love It
or Leave it" is also my biggest
crtuctsm of Dordt. Blind accep-
lance Is encouraged. (Unknowing-
ly. and unintended I am sure,
but stili encouraged.) This can
be seen in classes and school
rules. In Theology 101 we are
taught Chrtstlan Reformed theol-
ogy. Little or no time Is given to
other "second-rate" Christian
theologies. This may lead to
thinking of the Christian
Reformed Church as the "One
True Church" and other denomi-
nations as second rate. This Is
not fair to the many Christians
who love the Lord. but disagree
with the Christian Reformed







not fundamental to the falth. It
Is also not fair to us, the stu-
dents. because we are told what
to believe and may tend to rely
on a pastor or theology professor
for answers Instead of God's
Word. A similar problem occurs
In Philosophy 20 I where
Christian Reformed philosophy
Is portrayed as the only altema-
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Uve for Christians. and we are
not given other modem Chrtsttan
philosophies to challenge this.
Another example of how Dordt Ii!!!!'!!"!!!
That college facilitates blInd
acceptance is evident In the
"Letter for Parents Only" which
was sent to OUT parents before
the school year began. Our par-
ents (whom we should love and
respect. but who cannot make l\mr&'!£1i
our personal dectsions for us) are
told that Dordt College will do Its
best to shield their children from
temptation and create an envi-
ronment where our parents don't
have to wany about us much.
This seems to assume that we,
the students of Dordt College. are
not capable of discerning right
from wrong. while the College Is.
That letter seems to give the
impression that Dordt students
are not worthy of respect It Is not li:27%n7
our parents who are going to 'WrMmf"W't':h'1SN
school here. but we are. Many of
us rely on our parents for sup-
port. but does that mean that
they should deckle for us what we
do. and what we believe? Maybe
this letter should be directed to
us instead of our parents.
Some of Dordt's rules can be
seen as promoting blind accep-
tance. While order needs to be
maintained. I suggest that Dordt
College not try to play policeman
and serlously consider for whom
and for what purpose the rules
are there in the first place.
My position is not that equal LaJi}}:
time be given to all theological .m:'M~ttt"\Y
and philosophical beliefs, or that
classes should not be taught
from a Christian Reformed per-
spective. What I am saying is
that Dordt College should be
more conducive to open-minded-
ness and critical thlnklng. This
could be done In a number of
ways. When a professor states li117n;;lZ'y;;;mnn
his or her opinion It should be
stated In such a way that it is
clear that It Is an opinion. Major
dllTertng optnions should be given
a fair presentation. not necessar-
Ily an equal one. We should be
made aware of what particular
biases are at work, whether In a
lecture or tn readings. In order to
evaluate information correctly
biases must be clear. lirp;;;;@,if'
While I think highly of Dordt
College and the strong Christian
prtnctples which are so wonder-
fully Interwoven In Its curricu-
lum. Dordt needs to be more
encouraging of Individual thtnk-
mg. If we have the facts about the
differing perspectives we wtll be
able to choose which one Is best.
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compiled by Alida van Dijk
Welcome to the home of
the Dordt Defenders. The
DEFENDERS? Defundem of
what? Sam Gesch, as well
as other concerned students
are raising that question.
They want to know who
we're defending. and why.
Are we mere producls of tra-
dition or defenders of a liv-
Ing faith? These questions
go beyond theory, beyond
Ihe concepts that have been
Ingrained and have become
practical to us.
The defense of the faith Is
called apologetics and the
nature of apologetics Is often
debated In abslract theories.
One theory Is utterly ratio-
nalistic. positing logical
arguments for God's exis-
tence. This tradition Is older
than B. J. Haan and features
big name supporters such as
Thomas Aquinas, Jonathan
Edwards. the Princeton the-
ologians. and most recently.
R C. Sproul. A second tradi-
tion Is less rationalistic and
unwilling to use logical
proofs. presupposing God's
existence. John Calvin and
C. Van TIl have traditionally
fallen In this category.
Finally, our Ihird group fea-
tures distinguished members
such as Vollenhoven and
Dooyeweerd,as well as some
ofDordt's very own. and they
approach Ihe unbeliever first
thetlcally. and then Critically.
You probably ftnd yourself
asking the same questions I
do: Why does It have to be
so complicated? Sam. Is
right-we need some sort of
course that can aid us In our
defense of the faith. Gen
300 Just doesn't cut It. Until
Dordt offers a thorough
apologetics course. we wtll
form our own answers.
piecemeal. through our vari-
ous courses.
Until then. try to use this
practical apologetic I've used
In the past. Being from New
York. I've had more than one
opportunity to defend the
faith. In fact. my two best
high school friends were
atheists. It Is a struggle. one
that warrants a lot of prayer.
A practical apologetic Is an
honest and truthful one.
Why do you believe? Each of
us has a private reason. For
some. Godwas the answer In
a lifetime search for truth In
evolutionism. Others needed
God In a time of despair. Stili
others had the privilege to
grow up In a covenant fami-
ly. Each of us claims our
own experience and our best
defense of the faith Is a con-
crete testimony. The unbe-
liever responds best to the
Christian who lives the faith.
Our best defense Is always
a sincere personal answer.
Perhaps the atheistic science
professor presents a
formidable foe to a simple
student like you or me.
Perhaps we do not know
enough to be thoroughly crtt-
1ca~.But. remember that the
greatest prophets and the
most courageous apostles
were like you and me. God
expects nothing more than
for you to be prepared to
approach the unbelievers
with a reason why you
believe. The Holy Spirit does
the rest.
"Next time I'm going
to cheat honestly."
- Dr. Altena, comment-
ing on his golf game.
''Youknow it's a bond-
ing experience when
you're howling away to
a tune with Casper
Kaastra."
- Gerald Kodde at fire-
side to a bunch of
Canadian counterparts.
"I think that God
loves me more than
Dr.Williams, because
He has to take more
time to count the
hairs on my head."
- Dave Cornelder
"They don't know
who did it, but they're
trying to get to the
bottom of it."
- Prof. Koekkoek to his
class after maintenance
removed a display of
feminine underwear.
"It's the type of thing
that if you tried hand-
Ing it in to Engtish 101,





"The first time I
read the line 'Poop
happens,' I thought
it was such a great
line. But then I saw
it everywhere, kind
of like 'Just Do It'
or 'Button Your
Fly ....
- Dr. Schaap's wise
words in English 201.
''I'm not going to
wear my seatbelt
because if I crash the
car I'm going to want
to die instead of facing
KaIvln.tt
- DaveVanderPloeg,
before taking his room-
mate's new car for a spin.
"I think I'm reaching
my urethreal plane."
- Christine Van Belle,
meaning ethereal plane,




- Dr. Geels, in bio-
chemistry, describing
what happens when you
take too many vitamins
"That would have
been a good Diamond
quote, but no one was
here to hear it."
- An anonymous student.
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Trio leads Dordt offense
by Sharon Vanderkruk
The Dordt College soccer team
completed their regular season
play for the 1991 season. With a
16-1 win-loss record. the
Defenders are on their way to
Des Moines to compete In dis-
trict play. Throughout the sea-
son the team has shown its
diversity with a potent offense
contributing a near record 84
goals. two short of the standing
mark.
A key to the success of the
team has been the speedy offen-
sive I1ne consisting of Dave
Vander Ploeg, Chris Hull, and
Scott Hilbellnk. This season Hull
has erased the old mark of 22
goals by scoring 25 markers of
his own. Vander Ploeg has also
broken the old assist mark of 14
by dishing out 18 helpers.
Hllbellnk, who carne into the
season having scored 12 career
goals, tied the old record by'
putting 22 balls past opposition
goalies. Hull, Hilbelink and
Vander Ploeg have shown Just
how dominant Dordt's offense is.
Sharon Vanderkruk: Did the
three of you set any goals for
yourselves concerning Individual
success before the season started?
Scott HUbe1in.k: There's no way
I thought I would score this many
goals. I knew at the beginning of
the season that we had a great
team because everyone was com-
Ing back. As far as personal goals
I was hoping to get 10 goals.
Chris Hull: When I first got
here I was a bit scared, I heard
Dordt had a good soccer pro-
gram so I knew I would have to
work hard. In high school, each
team has 3 or 4 good players,
but here we had 20 guys who
were all good. I was Just happy
to be out there. As far as individ-
ual success goes, I Just wanted
to make the team. After that
everything has been a bonus,
SV: How has having two great
goal scorers affected your play
as a passer?
Dave Vander Ploeg: It sure
makes it easier. The best tWng Is
that I wlll get a great pass from
Rag or Jim and I Just have to
one-touch It to Scott or Chris.
And our team has so many great
passers and finishers that
everyone does a great Job.
SV: Does the team's style of
play differ from other teams in
that it has allowed you three to
really have great success?
CH: Our team plays aggres-
sively. Coach tells us to go to the
ball. Most teams try to counter
attack by playing defense and
then trying to wait for an oppor-
tunity to drive down the field.
We always try to go after It. A lot
of Dave's assists are from run-
ning around like a wild man and
digging for the ball.
--"':::;.
SH: When you watch the team
play, the halfs always play up.
They're a big part of our offense?
DV: Our whole team Is so fast
that we can out hustle most
other teams. Our whole team
thinks offense. Even our defense
plays offensively. Just ask Mark
about that. (Mark Vas scored his
first career goal in four years
last weekend.)
SV: When did the three of you
realize that you had something
special going, that you would
work so well together?
nv: Last year I played with
Scott so we were used to each
other. With Chris it didn't take
that long. You Just begin to
know where they are after
awhile.
CH: The first few games, we
weren't clicking. We were still
trying to feel out each other's
style of play.
nv: The Pillsbury game for
me was when I started seeing
that we really knew each other
well. For me that was when I
saw how good we read each
other.
SH: At the beginning it Just
wasn't right; Just not there. We
were playing well. but we sUll
were Just getting used to each
other.
SV: The two of you (HuU and
Hllbelink) have shown your abili-
ty to put the ball into the net. Is
there any competition to score
more than the other?
CH: It's a healthy competition
and a lot of fun. We don't hog it;
we set each other up. It also
works to our advantage because
some teams will mark Scotty
really dose and that will open it
up for me or it's the other way
around.
SH: It's tough for anyone
team to mark the offensive
strength of our team with
defense. Our team has so many
people that can put the ball in
the net. The competition Is fun
and healthy. You think about It,
but It's definitely not what Is
most important.
SV: The records you have set
this year have to be special.
What does It mean to you on a
personal level?
DV: I didn't realize what was
happening. I was more frustrat-
ed that I wasn't scoring goals.
Then one day Pong (Nongtntht-
rath, manager) told me Iwas one
off the record, Of course I'U take
It. Would you.tum.down $201
photo by Jeff 0. Boer
Offensive forward line Dave Vander Ploeg, Chris Hull,
and Scott Hilbelink. Vander Ploeg set a new record
for assists (18) while Hull broke the single-season
goal scoring record (25). Hilbelink tied the old goal
scorina record (22).
But I get so many nice passes
from the rest of the team that I
don't even have to do much.
CH: On a pereonat level It
feels great, but even more so
that I've contributed to the
team. I'm not playing for it,
that's for sure. But you do what
you have to In order to win. It Is
nice to win and the fact that
this has come along Is great. It
is no fun to break a record and
lose.
SV: What was the best pari of
the whole season?
nv: The fans. It's kind of fun
standing on the sidelines and
knowing they have. come to
watch us play. There have been
so many fans.
CR: Before I came here, I
heard soccer wasn't that big of a
deal. I love seeing the support
everyone has shown the team.
SH: Last year we didn't have
nearly this many fans, but this
year It's been great- the fans
plus the fact that our team gets
along so well. A big reason we
play so well together Is because
we are all good friends. The
friendships are off the soccer
field too.
SV: What is the feel1ng going
into District play? What are
three of you going to have to do
dl/ferently against tougher com-
petition?
SH: We'll have to play well and
get a bit lucky.
eH: We have to play like we
did against Tefkyo-Weatmar, It
will be rough and tough and we
have to remember to go to the
ball and make sure we don't lose
our heads. I just want another
shot at GrandvIew,
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LadyOefenders Come Together
By MatthewDelmer. De Stlgterhas also
The Dordt College Lady been happy with the
Defenders found themselves in a play of the team's out-
two week slump. but may have side power hitting.
caught themselves Just in time. "Christie Kramer has ,
Golng Into the St. Olafs invlta- been coming along "'1
tiona! tournament. the volleyball more and more the _
squad had hit a dry spell In last month. She and
which they hit a 1-9 game record Joeli Kooima have
in non-tournament play. With given us a lot of
districts coming up it was essen- options."
Hal to have a good weekend in Coach De SUgter
order to prepare for district corn- has also been happy
petition where Dordt opens with the play of weak.-
against either Briar Cliff or side hitter Melanie
Northwestern. Van de Berg. "Her
The tournament was a bit of a defense has been been +~
mystery for the women's team getting stronger and'
since they were competing stronger. She is very
against teams they never had quick and I keep
seen before. "It's going to be telling her to move to
fun," commented Coach De the center of the court. ~
Stigter, "because we know abso- She keeps on learning
lutely nothing about these teams more as the season
and they know absolutely noth- progresses."
ing about us." The Dordt team had
It proved to be a very reward- four very toughphotoby ....HO' .. '
Ing weekend for the Lady matches this past Lady Defenders show the defense
Defenders as they reached the weekend. Every that will carry them into playoffs.
finals of a very tough tourna- match extended to
ment. three games except the finals Defenders. "They are a very
"We played our best b~aJlln a_where Dordt was s~t In!l!2 toull!!-and tall team. TheY.Jh,!!a~ve,-,,-Jt.t.!;illill
couple weeks. We hit hard straight games. "In the games we 6'1" Honorable Mention All- E21IE2E221IEJ::E==Ezg.212£:t:1!iSfSff2f2=!!::f=!!::f:..1=::::!~::..J
because we had confidence," lost we still played well. The Amertcan Shelly Lueders leading
said Coach De Stigter. whole weekend was good, It was them. They also have three other
A key for the women's team all good to see the girls play some players who are at least 6'. It will
year has been the play of mtddle good ball." be quite interesting to see how
hitters Stephanie Bleyenburg and With Dlstrtcts coming up In they match-up with our middle
Annetta de Jonge. This weekend the next few weeks, the women game," said Coach De Stigter.
proved no exception. Bleyenburg seem to be back on track. Next It will be the Lady Defender's
not only hit well all weekend, but week Monday Dordt wUl playa last home game of the season
also proved she has a potent Division II opponent in Wayne before they begin their fight for
serve. With sixteen ace serves, State. With a 20·6 record they District supremacy.
Bleyenburg showed her mobility may prove to be some tough
extends beyond front row play. competition for the Lady
Defenders kick opponents
By Matthew Belrners
The Dordt College Defenders
have finished regular season
play with a 16-1 record. The
team is now preparing for
Dlstrtct 15 play in Des Moines
on the weekend of Nov. 8-9.
On Oct. 18 the team paid a visit
to North Central Bible College in
the second game of a double
header. Dordt took the first game
on Oct, 11 by a score of 5-2.
Dordt prevailed again by the
same score in the second game.
The next day Dordt was on the
home court of Pillsbury Baptist.
After dtepoetng of Pillsbury by a
score of 6-0 in their first
encounter. the Defenders were
expecting a closer match from
Pillsbury their main rtvals. The
men indeed faced one of the
toughest challenges all year and
came out on top by a 2-1 margin.
Briar Cliff, new to the league
in 1991, was no match for the
division leading Defenders, The
6-0 decision saw the team come
up with six different goal scor-
ers, The game saw Chris Hull
score his twenty-second goal of
the season to tie the old mark.
On OCt. 24, the Defenders trav-
. elled to Le Mars to face Teikyo-
Westrnar In the last road game of
the regular season. Spurred on
by Dordt fans, the team came up
big in an uncharacteristically
rough match. "We kept our heads
on and Just kept going to the
ball," said freshman Hull. The
game saw Hull break the single
season goal-scoring record by
notching his twenty-third goal.
Dordt's regular season finale
came on Parents' Day weekend.
Coach Van Essen showed the
depth of the team by starting all
the seniors in the lineup. It did
not take long for the flood gates
to open as Dordt cruised to an
easy 8-1 decision.
The team will have a two-week
break In which their only test
will be the outdoor soccer club,
Nevertheless, the team knows
they will be. in tough at Districts
and the next two weeks will' be.
the most Important two weeksm
most of the players' careers, .
Blades sharp for season opener
by Matthew Belrners
The Dordt Blades hockey team
is entering its second season of
league play. With the loss of
eight starting players from last
year team, the team will lind It
tough to regain the loss of expe-
rienced players.
"Even with the loss of some
key players," noted team captain
Ed Minderhoud. "our team is
going to have to be able to Jump
right in there when the season
starts."
Mlnderhoud is looking to the
four seniors on the team for key
leadership, both on offense and
on defense. He noted that "with
Greg Vander Top and Ernie
Tennorshuizen the only return-
ing defense, they are gotng to be
forced into the spotlight. We are
expecting them to show our new
defence the ropes. On offense
Roger Ewald and I [Mlnderhoud}
are the only seniors and there
are no Juniors. 50 you can see
how young our forward lines
are."
The Blades will be missing
Ewald and Andrew Dykstra to
soccer districts, and Kevin
I~ •• , " ••• , • ~, , •• , " ~..__~_ •• ~
Zandberg has coaching responsi-
bilities In volleyball to finish up,
which means Minderhoud will be
short for the first games on
November 8 and 9 In Des Moines
against the Drake Bulldogs.
Minderhoud, acting as coach
this year, is looking at the first
six games as an educational
experience for many of the new
players. "Thie level of play has
not been seen by many of these
players before. We shouldn't be
any less competitive. but many
of the freshmen have a lot to
learn concerning the level of play
they have to reach in order to be
successful in this league."
Minderhoud sees no reason
why the Blades cannot win the
majortty of their games. "We will
be in tough against UNI.lowa
State, and Drake. I see no rea-
son why we can't beat our oldest
rival, Drake, and hopefully steal
a couple games from the
cyclones and UN!. The team Just
has to want to win, and with the
attitude seen in practice I see no
reaso~ why we can't generate
that 'off -Ice attitude into 'orr-tee
production:
--





Students. typically. go through a day sitting In class. taking
notes, working out problems, discussing issues. and often goofing
around in the library. "This is nothing new you've seen it your
whole life through and through.' (Jim Morrison). We are slowly
but surely being Indoctrinated (don't be scared of that word). At
least our minds are being indoctrinated. but what about our affec-
tive domain? We know the Reformation through and through. We
can rattle off the first question and answer of the Heidleberg
Catechism. We can tell you why Luther nailed the 95 theses on
the church door. But why can't we feel the Refonnation? (How
much longer can I flaunt this dualism?)
Should we as Christians get excited about our fields of study?
Should we be invigorated by tracing a drop of blood from the big
toe to the heart? Should we be encapsulated by absolute phrases?
At times I see this happening at Dordt, but most of the time I see
simply the accumulation of knowledge. Not that accumulating
knowledge is wrong per se, but if that Is all. why do we need pro-
fessors when we can simply sit In the library and read?
We, as a body of students, are a perfect example of the human
anatomy excluding one vital organ. We have all the equipment.
Our arms are perfectly toned and built and they know their job
well. Our legs are conditioned to endure the longest marathons.
Our minds are shrewd and sharp. always questioning why. But we
have giant holes in our chests.
Dordt students have been condemned for being complacent, for
maintaining a who cares attitude. Well, cheer up, because we
don't. We, at least the majority, aren't complacent. We don't walk.
around saying, "Who cares?" But we, also, don't walk. around say-
ing, "I care." As a matter of fact we are afraid to care, afraid to
love, and afraid to (dare I say it) hate. Dordt students aren't com-
p1.acent; they're just chicken.
Why do I flaunt this reason and passion, Apollonian and
Dionysian. For us to smash? No way. This is a starting point. First
we need to mix our emotions with our learning and knowledge and
then how about throwing in the physical (bodily) aspects of learn-
ing and so on and so on. We should learn to crawl before we ride
our bikes. A dualism seems to be better that a monoism. A dual-
ism is not, however, the end; it is merely the beginning.
Okay. that's a nice (pat on the back) good essay. Notl It doesn't
stop there. It doesn't just stop at a simple statement of the prob-
lem. We, Dordt's student body, have to start feeling. We have to
open our hearts, our eyes and our hands. We have to laugh at the
funny parts and cry at the sad parts; we have to get angry when
some one bashes what we believe and cheer when someone
upholds our beliefs. This Is the way God made us. We have to per-
sonally incorporate our feelings into our learning. We, collectively,
have to Incorporate our feelings Into different institutions.
Is this dangerous? Yes, very much so. We run the danger of
being trampled emotionally. We run the danger of showing that we
care. We run the danger of getting close to other people. We run
the danger of lovtng one another. Yes, we will probably hurt one
another in the process, but if the price is love, my money is on the
table.
The Kinks summarize this whole essay In their song "How Can I
Get Close" when they say,
"Get close to the sinner trying hard to repent
Get close to the homeless waster and the Innocent
Get close to the souls ignored and forgotten by the estab-
lishment
People get afraid to touch In case it rubs off on them."
We have to feel the Refonnation, not just think it or believe It,
but let It affect us.
- Brad Weidenaar
- -
Let's back up our words with action
by All .. Siebenga
Before class the other day. as I
II1pped through a popular glossy
magazine, I came across this ad:
Keep a woman's right to
choose ...
Unless George Bush
is free to babysit
- Esprtt,
My immediate reactlon- out-
rage. "See if I buy another article
of clothing from your company,"
I said, as I walked back from
class. During the remainder of
the day the words kept gnawing
at my insides; the more I turned
them over the more sense they
made. Finally, after much con-
templation, I decided the Esprit
ad wasn't so off base.
Now before you write me off as
an antl-Chrtstian baby killer. let
me explain.
The ftrst clause asks that
women be allowed to keep the
right to choose. I'm suggesting
that that right has never been in
question. We have the right to
say no to premarital sex. We
have the right to abstain. Not
only Is it our right, but it is also
a direct command from God,
clearly stated in Exodus 20; 14.
By now, I hear some of you
saying: 'Flip to reality. babe.
How many people actually
abstain from sexual activity
before marriage, even In our neat
little Christian communities?"
Granted, a large segment of
our society chooses to lead a
sexually active lifestyle outside
of marriage. To those who do I
would suggest that you have a
responstbtltty to ask "Are we
committed to each other, and
are we ready to be parents?" If
the answer to either Is no, seri-
ously consider abstinence. If
this in not an option, realize
that in leading a sexually active
lifestyle you have an added
responsibl1lty, not only to your-
self, but to your partner and
the child who may be con-
ceived.
O.K, but how about the cou-
ple that gets caught up in the
moment and finds themselves
pregnant and unprepared for
marriage. Here the Christian
community must kick in full
force and put its love into action.
If we are going to insist that this
girl not abort her baby, we must
provide love. understanding and
a means of support, whether
that be in our homes or through
an agency such as Bethany. This
love and support must continue
throughout life because as
Christians we have a responsi-
bility to each other.
Ifwe as Christians are going to
be pro-life, we must do more
than picket road sides and abor-
tion clinics. We must be pro-life
from conception to the grave -
that means getting Involved with
people, not just causes.
So In principle George
Bush.and all of us, should be
free to babysit.
Boys Next Door playing in NewWorld Theatre
by Kimberly Dykstra
There's been a lot of commo-
tion in New World Theatre these
past few weeks. Why? Theatre
Arts has been busily preparing
for the IIrst play of the season;
'The Boys Next Door. This touch-
ing work by Tom Griffen features
the talents of many Dordt stu-
dents. Not only is the storyllne
unique. but it's a big challenge
for each of the actors.
The play itself is about four
gentlemen with mental dl s-
abilltes and how they act in
everyday situations. It Is a
thought-provoking, emotional
roller coaster. While watching
the characters, viewers struggle
with the humor in their actions
and the sympathetic emotions
in their hearts. At times they
must laugh out loud to release
energy.
As it is with any play. it is the
actors and the set that can
make or break the play. In both
cases The Boys Next Door is
solid. The actors are both
touching and convincing, imme-
diately drawing the viewer Into
their world. All of the actors
found their respective roles
challenging. and often emotion-
ally draining. As for the set- any
set with running water just can't
be passed over.
The play's director, Verne
Meyer, Is very encouraged by the
response of the actors and all
who have already seen It. He
was pleased that it opened a
week early in time for parents'
weekend. Not only were these
enjoyable for the audiences, but
they also brought about valuable
improvements that will only bet,
ter the show in the upcoming
performances,
As for the goals of the play. it
was both the actors' and the
director's objective to realistical-
ly portray the comic/tragic
themes. They needed ftrst to
deal with the disablllties of the
characters. Each one has differ-
ent obstacles to overcome
because each has unique prob-
lems. However deep this play
may sound. it truly is an expert,
ence that shouldn't be missed.
Parents enjoy play during Parents' Day
By Brian Dyk
As many parents converged on
the Dordt campus for Parents'
day, there were several activities
for the parents to choose from.
These activities ranged from
model classes to soccer games to
financial aid meetings. Among
the last activities offered were
three special showings of Dordt
College's theater production, The
Boys Next Door.
There was one show on Friday
at 3:00 p.m. that drew almost 80
parents and students. On
Saturday there were two shows,
one at 1:00 p.m. and another at
8:00 p.m. Each of these shows
drew packed houses. Originally
there was supposed to be only
one show, but the demand for
tickets was so great that two
extra shows had to be added to
accomodate the audience.
As parents watched their kids
on stage or sat in the audience
with them. they fell In love with
Arnold, Norman. Barry, and
Jack as well as learning to dis-
like Mr. Klemper and Melvin.
They laughed with the boys
innocent antics and cried with
them as they failed. And though
the show lasted for over 1\.,0-
and -a-half hours, most claimed
that they had come out with a
good memory of a great play.
Many great comments came
from the parents. Vi Sjaardema
from Denver, Co. said, ..It was
one of the best plays I have seen
here. It was very well done."
Another lady commented that
she ..thought Mr. Klemper was a
'very bad man. and she hoped
the boy who played him didn't
really act like that.'
Parents' Day is designed to let
parents see IIrst had what Dordt
College is and to see their chil-
dren Involved at Dordt. 'The Boys
Next Door gave them a different
insight into their children. It
gave them an opportunity to see
what most children aren't and
gave them more reason to praise
God because of that. They also
came away with a deeper sense
of compassion for those who
have mental disabilities.
Because of this, the Parents' Day
showings of the The Boys Next
Door-was very sucessful.
